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A B S T R A C T

Storm surge and coastal flooding predictions can require high resolution of critical flow pathways and barriers,
typically with simulations using grids/meshes with millions of cells/elements to represent a coastal region.
However, the cost of this resolution can slow forecasts during a storm. To add resolution when and where it is
needed, previous studies have used adaptive mesh methods, which update resolution at single or multiple
cells but which require hierarchies of and thresholds for refinement, and nesting methods, which update
resolution at subdomains but which require additional simulations. This research proposes a middle way, in
which predictions from a coarse mesh are mapped, mid-simulation, onto a fine mesh with increased resolution
near the storm’s projected landfall location. The coarse and fine meshes are pre-developed, thus removing
any refinement decisions during the simulation, the solution mapping uses a widely used framework, thus
enabling an efficient interpolation, and the same simulation is continued, thus eliminating a separate full-
domain simulation. For four historical storms, results show efficiency gains of up to 53 percent, with minimal
accuracy losses relative to a static simulation.
. Introduction

During tropical cyclones and other coastal storms, the greatest
hreat is storm surge, the rise of water above the normal astronomical
ide. In coastal regions with relatively flat floodplains, storm surge
ay lead to intrusion of ocean waters 10 to 20 miles inland (Conner

t al., 1957), with devastating effects to infrastructure and ecosystems.
torm-driven coastal flooding can be predicted with numerical models,
hich must represent physical processes and geographical features that

nfluence storm surge from the deeper ocean, onto the continental shelf,
nto estuaries and marshes, and over low-lying coastal floodplains.
hese multi-scale processes led to the development of models that can

ncrease resolution of coastal features. However, there is a continu-
ng challenge to provide high resolution only when and where it is
equired, with the goal of optimizing the efficiency of simulations, espe-
ially in forecasting applications when model predictions are required
o support decision-making (Cheung et al., 2003).

Storm surge and coastal flooding can be predicted with the AD-
anced CIRCulation (ADCIRC) modeling system (Luettich and Wes-
erink, 2004; Westerink et al., 2008), which is used for long-term
lanning and design (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2018; FEMA,
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2021), evaluation of surge mitigation systems (Interagency Perfor-
mance Evaluation Task Force, 2008), and operational forecasting (Na-
tional Oceanic, Atmospheric Administration, 2021). ADCIRC uses un-
structured, finite-element meshes in which resolution can vary over 3
to 4 orders of magnitude (Hope et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2019). These
meshes can be large in their spatial coverage, with millions of finite
elements to represent one or multiple state coastlines (Thomas et al.,
2019), and in their cost, requiring several hours even on thousands of
computational cores (Dietrich et al., 2012). A significant portion of the
cost is due to the inclusion of floodplains and other sub-aerial regions,
which remain dry for most of the simulation and become wet only as
the storm makes landfall, but which are represented typically by 50
to 90 percent of the total number of finite elements (Roberts et al.,
2021). Although ADCIRC meshes can be designed to reduce the number
of elements in these floodplains (Bilskie et al., 2020), there is a need
to adapt during the simulation to include the floodplains only as they
are wetted.

One possibility is adaptive mesh methods, in which meshes are
refined dynamically to obtain fine-scale solutions in areas of interest,
e.g. to follow a tsunami or near landfall of a coastal storm (Berger et al.,
2011; Mandli and Dawson, 2014; Caviedes-Voulliéme et al., 2020).
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Elements are split or joined, either individually or in patches, based on
gradients in topography or hydrodynamics, and thus these methods re-
quire a hierarchy of information at varying levels of resolution, as well
as decisions about how and when to refine or coarsen across that hierar-
chy (Kubatko et al., 2006; Gerhard et al., 2015). For structured meshes,
these methods must overcome the challenges of conservation and well-
balancing, gradation of element sizes, and selection of refinement
thresholds (Liang and Marche, 2009; Berger et al., 2011; Kesserwani
and Liang, 2012; Liang et al., 2015; Hou et al., 2018), as well as
spurious momentum and smaller time steps (Caviedes-Voulliéme et al.,
2020). For unstructured meshes with triangular elements, the methods
must also address the challenges of unintentional generation of skewed
triangular elements (Behrens et al., 2005) and the structured design of
hierarchies for efficient refinement (Behrens and Bader, 2009). Recent
studies have demonstrated successful applications for urban flood-
ing (Hu et al., 2018) and idealized storms and domains (Beisiegel et al.,
2020), with speed-ups of 70 percent relative to models with static
meshes. However, due partly to the challenges listed above, adaptive
mesh methods have not yet been applied for realistic storm surge
simulations using unstructured meshes.

Another possible adaptive technique is nesting, in which a simula-
tion with a fine-resolution mesh is forced with results from a separate
simulation with a coarser mesh, e.g. for the investigation of tropical
cyclones and mid-latitude disturbances and in coastal ocean applica-
tions (Ookochi, 1972; Mathur, 1974; Hovermale, 1976; Miyakoda and
Rosati, 1977; Oey and Chen, 1992). For structured meshes, nesting
has been implemented in one or two directions (ways), depending
on whether information from the fine-scale simulation is sent back
to the large-domain simulation. Two-way nesting has been applied
extensively, such as in ROMS AGRIF (Penven et al., 2006; Debreu et al.,
2008, 2012), including for storm surge hindcasts (Pianezze et al., 2020)
and forecasts (Dinapoli et al., 2020). For unstructured meshes, a one-
way nesting was tested for two small estuarine systems using an outer
large-scale coarse mesh and an inner small-scale fine mesh (Taeb and
Weaver, 2019), with run-time reductions of 54% to more than 80%,
and with the solutions showing relatively small deviations from the
conventional single-domain technique. Also with unstructured meshes,
a related technique is subdomain modeling (Baugh et al., 2015; Al-
tuntas and Baugh, 2017), in which a single full-domain simulation
is used as forcing to repeated simulations on subdomains with local
changes, e.g. possible configurations of ground surface and hydraulic
barriers to consider design alternatives for a coastal structure. These
techniques are similar in that they use coarse-scale information as
forcing to predictions at finer resolution. However, because the coarse
simulation must be performed before or alongside the fine simulation,
it can increase costs in operations.

We propose a multi-resolution approach to share the advantages of
both the adaptive mesh methods and nesting techniques. Our approach
is adaptive in that resolution is increased during the simulation, but
it does not require a hierarchical mesh refinement. And our approach
is nested in that results are mapped onto a pre-developed, higher-
resolution mesh for the same coastal region, but it does not require
boundary conditions from a separate full simulation. The simulation
will start with a mesh without extensive coastal detail while the storm is
far away, its results will be mapped onto an available mesh with better
representation of the coastal region to be affected by the storm, and
then the simulation will continue with higher-resolution predictions of
coastal flooding as the storm makes landfall. We hypothesize that, by
‘switching’ during a simulation from coarse- to fine-resolution meshes, with
the resolution in the fine mesh concentrated only at specific coastal regions
influenced by the storm, both accuracy and computational gains can be
achieved. The multi-resolution approach is implemented into ADCIRC
for use on its unstructured meshes. This approach is most promising for
real-time forecast applications. In the following sections, we describe
the mechanics of the multi-resolution approach and then demonstrate
gains in accuracy and efficiency for representative storms.
2

2. Methods

2.1. Ocean circulation models and technologies

ADCIRC will be used for simulations of storms along the U.S.
southeast and Texas coasts, starting on a coarse mesh. During each
simulation, a new technology called Adcirpolate will allow for regrid-
ding of the computed solution from coarse to fine meshes. Then each
simulation will continue on a fine mesh.

2.1.1. ADCIRC
To predict coastal flooding, we use the ADvanced CIRCulation

(ADCIRC) modeling system, which has been validated extensively for
storms around the world (Bhaskaran et al., 2013; Hope et al., 2013; Suh
et al., 2015; Dietrich et al., 2018). ADCIRC (Luettich et al., 1992; Luet-
tich and Westerink, 2004; Westerink et al., 2008) is a depth-integrated,
shallow-water, finite-element model capable of simulating tidal circu-
lation and storm-surge propagation over large computational domains.
ADCIRC is used by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
in the development of flood insurance rate maps (Federal Emergency
Management Agency, 2019), by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) for navigation and storm protection projects (U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, 2018), and also by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) for tidal calibrations and incorporation into its
vertical datum transformation software VDatum (Myers et al., 2007).
In this study, the depth-averaged, barotropic version of ADCIRC is
used because the strong surface stresses during storms cause the water
column to be well-mixed in shallow nearshore and coastal regions. This
study will ignore storm-induced wave effects, i.e. no coupling with a
nearshore wave model.

For the simulations in this study, the ADCIRC version 54.dev is used
in explicit mode with the lumped mass matrix form of the Generalized
Wave Continuity Equation (GWCE) (Tanaka et al., 2011). A depth-
dependent quadratic friction law is used to apply bottom drag, with the
drag coefficient as computed from Manning’s 𝑛 values (Luettich et al.,
1992; Luettich and Westerink, 2004). The air–sea momentum exchange
is parameterized as a wind drag (Garratt, 1977) with an upper limit
of 𝐶𝐷 = 0.002, similar to other studies (Dietrich et al., 2011, 2012).
Spatially varying attributes are used to represent Manning’s 𝑛 values,
eddy viscosity, the primitive weighting in the GWCE, surface roughness,
surface canopy, elemental slope limiter, and advection; many of these
attributes are derived from land cover data. A spatially-varying offset-
surface was also used to account for water level processes on longer
time scales like steric and local sea level rise (Thomas et al., 2019).

2.1.2. Adcirpolate
The proposed multi-resolution approach uses a technology called

Adcirpolate (Samii, 2021) to switch simulations between pre-developed
coarse and fine meshes. When a storm is in the open ocean, there is
uncertainty where it will make landfall. At this time, a simulation can
be started with a mesh with an extensive coverage of the U.S. coastline
but having a relatively coarse resolution of coastal features. As the
storm approaches the coastline and the landfall location becomes more
certain, the computed solution is switched to a fine-resolution mesh
that describes the coastal features in that region in high detail. The
initiation of the switch is decided by the modeler; example criteria for
and costs of switching are quantified later in this study.

The switching technology is implemented via the Earth System
Modeling Framework (ESMF, Hill et al. (2004)) and operates on the
ADCIRC hot-start files (named fort.67 or fort.68 in the ADCIRC
convention), which include solution fields for surface elevations, depth-
averaged velocities, wet/dry states, etc. at previous and current time
steps. Using the ESMF routines, the fine/destination mesh is masked
to identify regions within the coverage of the coarse/source mesh
(e.g. along the open coast) and regions outside the coverage of the
coarse/source mesh (e.g. inland floodplains). Then the fields from the
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Fig. 1. Storm tracks (from best tracks reported by the National Hurricane Center) for Ike, Matthew, Harvey, and Florence. The HSOFS mesh boundary is shown in brown.
oarse/source mesh are regridded onto the fine/destination mesh. For
oints within the coverage, the solution fields are regridded by using
ilinear interpolation. For points outside the coverage, the solution
ields are regridded by extrapolation with nearest source to destination,
.e. each destination point is mapped from the closest source point,
nd a source point can be mapped to multiple destination points. The
egridding is done in parallel and on an arbitrary number of CPUs, i.e.
t is not confined to the number of cores from either the coarse or fine
imulations. The resulting hot-start file is then used to continue the
imulation on the fine mesh.

The regridding is demonstrated in an example application in the
Appendix. Here, we note that Adcirpolate is not conservative globally

or locally. The intention is for the fine mesh to include inland wa-
ter bodies (bays, estuaries, natural and man-made channels) that are
not represented in the coarse mesh, and thus the regridding cannot
conserve mass and momentum in a global, domain-wide sense. How-
ever, even for a local, single-element sense, the regridding will not be
conservative. For instance, a channel may be artificially wide in the
coarse mesh (due to large element sizes) but represented at its correct
width in the fine mesh, or a nearshore bathymetry may be artificially
smoothed in the coarse mesh but represented with its submerged ridges
and channels in the fine mesh. However, as we demonstrate in this
study, the nonconservative mapping does not prevent the follow-on
simulation from providing accurate predictions of storm surge and
coastal flooding.

2.1.3. Unstructured meshes
ADCIRC uses unstructured, finite-element meshes to describe the

coastal ocean. For storm simulations in this study, we will start on a
coarse mesh (called HSOFS) with coverage of the entire U.S. coast, and
then switch to a fine mesh for the coast along either the South Atlantic
Bight (SAB) or Texas.

The coarse mesh will be required for simulations for daily, non-
storm conditions, as well as for storms as they develop far from shore.
This study uses the well-validated Hurricane Surge On-Demand Fore-
casting System (HSOFS) as the coarse mesh due to its extensive cover-

age of nearshore regions and coastal floodplains along the U.S. coast

3

from Texas through Maine (Riverside Technology, AECOM, 2015). The
HSOFS mesh has an average resolution of 500 m along the coast with
some areas decreasing to 150 m. At most locations, the mesh extends
inland to the 10-m topographic contour. It has 1,813,443 vertices and
3,564,104 elements. For ADCIRC simulations on the HSOFS mesh, the
spatially constant horizontal eddy viscosity for the momentum equa-
tions was set to 50 m2 s−1, a time step of 1 s was used, and the advective
transport terms were enabled to account for nonlinear interactions
between surge and tides.

For storms affecting the coast along the South Atlantic Bight (SAB),
we will switch from HSOFS to a new SAB mesh. This high-resolution
mesh has detailed coverage from Florida through North Carolina and
was developed by merging five FEMA regional meshes (Thomas, 2020).
The SAB mesh has 5,584,241 vertices and 11,066,018 elements. Its reso-
lution increases to 100 m along the southeastern U.S. coastline, except
in a few regions along the Carolina coasts. The resolution is 10 m in
some channels in Florida. For ADCIRC simulations on the SAB mesh, a
set of spatially variable parameters was developed using the attributes
of the FEMA regional meshes. The advective transport terms were
enabled. However, the SAB mesh, owing to its high resolution, requires
a smaller time step of 0.5 s to satisfy the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy
(CFL) condition that relates the model time step, element size and wave
speed (Luettich et al., 1992).

For storms affecting the western Gulf of Mexico, we will switch
from HSOFS to the so-called Texas mesh, which is well-validated for
storm surge predictions along the Texas coast (Kennedy et al., 2011;
Sebastian et al., 2014). It has 3,331,560 vertices and 6,633,623 elements.
The resolution along the Texas coastline is approximately 100 m, with
increased resolution to 30 m to represent the complexity around the
Galveston area. For ADCIRC simulations on the Texas mesh, the time
step is 1 s, but the advective transport terms are disabled to improve
numerical stability.

2.2. Storms and atmospheric forcing

The proposed approach is evaluated with four storms: Ike (2008),
Matthew (2016), Harvey (2017), and Florence (2018) (Fig. 1). These
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Table 1
Start and end date/times for the storm simulations. For each storm, the Coarse and Fine simulations used the full 9-day storm duration on their respective meshes, whereas the
Mixed simulations were started on the coarse mesh and then switched onto a fine mesh. The date/time for each switch was determined from hydrographs at coastal stations; when
the water levels increased above the normal tide range, then the simulation was switched onto the fine mesh.

Storm Year Start Days Switch Days End

Ike 2008 1200 UTC 05 Sep 6 1200 UTC 11 Sep 3 1200 UTC 14 Sep
Matthew 2016 0000 UTC 02 Oct 4.5 1200 UTC 06 Oct 4.5 0000 UTC 11 Oct
Harvey 2017 0000 UTC 22 Aug 3 0000 UTC 25 Aug 6 0000 UTC 31 Aug
Florence 2018 0000 UTC 07 Sep 6 0000 UTC 13 Sep 3 0000 UTC 16 Sep
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storms are hindcasted by using data-assimilated products from Ocean-
weather Inc. as forcing to ADCIRC simulations.

2.2.1. Historical storms
Ike was a Category-4 hurricane (on the Saffir–Simpson wind scale),

made landfall along the upper Texas coast with Category-2 intensity
during September 2008 (Berg, 2009), and pushed surge as high as
4.5 to 6 m on the Bolivar Peninsula and in parts of Texas. Matthew
was a Category-5 hurricane that caused widespread impacts all along
the U.S. southeast coast, and made landfall with Category-1 intensity
along the central coast of South Carolina during October 2016 (Stewart,
2017). Harvey was a Category-4 hurricane that made landfall at peak
intensity in middle Texas coast, stalled over southern Texas for days,
and resulted in catastrophic flash and river flooding. Florence was a
Category-4 hurricane that made landfall along the southeastern coast
of North Carolina during September 2018 (Stewart and Berg, 2019),
and caused significant storm surge flooding in eastern North Carolina.

These storms were selected because of their varied landfall loca-
tions, tracks, and other parameters. Matthew and Florence affected
the Atlantic coast, whereas Ike and Harvey affected the Texas coast.
Matthew’s track was shore-parallel from Florida to North Carolina,
Harvey’s track started as shore-normal but became shore-parallel as it
stalled over Texas, and Ike’s and Florence’s tracks were shore-normal.
They also had variations in parameters including track orientation to
shoreline, intensity of winds, duration, size, etc. The proposed approach
will be tested in these four cases to demonstrate its capability for any
storm.

2.2.2. Atmospheric forcing
This study will consider hindcasts of the four storms by using data-

assimilated surface pressure and wind velocities from Oceanweather
Inc. (OWI). These atmospheric products are based on observations
from anemometers, airborne and land-based Doppler radar, airborne
stepped-frequency microwave radiometer, buoys, ships, aircraft, coastal
stations and satellite measurements (Bunya et al., 2010). In-situ data
sources can be inaccurate at hurricane wind speeds (Cardone and Cox,
2009) and also inadequate to resolve the evolution of the critical inner
core structure. Indirect methods using a variety of models are therefore
used to describe the evolution of the hurricane wind fields. These
include simple parametric models (Holland, 1980), steady-state dynam-
ical models like the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) model (Fauver,
1970; Vickery et al., 2000), non-steady dynamical methods like NOAA’s
WRF model (Corbosiero et al., 2007), and kinematic methods like the
NOAA Hurricane Research Wind Analysis System (H*WIND) (Powell
et al., 1996, 2010). These methods can also be combined by blending
an inner core wind field to a peripheral large-scale wind field using
the Interactive Object Kinematic Analysis (IOKA) system (Cox et al.,
1995; Cardone and Cox, 2009). These fields have been used in ADCIRC
hindcasts of Katrina (Dietrich et al., 2010), Ike (Hope et al., 2013;
Kennedy et al., 2011), Gustav (Dietrich et al., 2011), and other storms.
Compared to parametric vortex models like the Generalized Asymmet-
ric Holland Model (GAHM) (Gao et al., 2017) used during forecasting,
OWI fields have been shown to be the most realistic representation of
the atmospheric forcing during storms (Thomas et al., 2019).

Depending on the storm, the OWI fields can be presented with
a lower-resolution, basin-wide grid and nested, higher-resolution, re-

◦ ◦
gional grids. For Ike, the basin grid covers from 17.93 N to 30.73 N and

4

from 98.03◦W to 60.03◦W with a spatial resolution of 0.1◦, whereas the
higher-resolution region field covers from 28.43◦N to 30.185◦N and from
96.03◦W to 93.03◦W with a spatial resolution of 0.015◦, both covering
a period from 1200 UTC 05 September 2008 until 0600 UTC 14
September 2008, at 15 min intervals. For Matthew, the basin grid covers
from 5◦N to 47◦N and from 99◦W to 55◦W with a spatial resolution of
0.25◦, whereas the higher-resolution region field covers from 15◦N to
0◦N and from 82◦W to 68◦W with a spatial resolution of 0.05◦, both
overing a period from 0000 UTC 01 October 2016 until 0000 UTC 11
ctober 2016, at 15 min intervals. For Harvey, the basin grid covers

rom 5◦N to 47◦N and from 99◦W to 55◦W with a spatial resolution of
.25◦, whereas the higher-resolution region field covers from 18◦N to
0.96◦N and from 98◦W to 80◦W with a spatial resolution of 0.08◦, both
overing a period from 1200 UTC 13 August 2017 until 0000 UTC 15
eptember 2017, at 15 min intervals. For Florence, the basin grid covers
rom 5◦N to 47◦N and from 99◦W to 55◦W with a spatial resolution of
.20◦, whereas the higher-resolution region field covers from 31◦N to
7◦N and from 82◦W to 74◦W with a spatial resolution of 0.05◦, both
overing a period from 0000 UTC 07 September 2018 until 0000 UTC
8 September 2018, at 15 min intervals. For all storms, the surface wind
nd pressure fields are interpolated in time and space onto the ADCIRC
nstructured meshes.

.3. Simulations and analyses

For each storm, we consider three simulations: Coarse, Mixed, and
ine. For the Mixed simulations to be beneficial, we must identify a
arameter to switch late enough to optimize efficiency on the coarse
esh, but early enough to optimize accuracy on the fine mesh. These

ptimizations will be evaluated by comparing the computed solutions
nd via wall-clock times.

.3.1. Switching parameters
For the Coarse simulations, the HSOFS mesh is used for the entire

torm, and for the Fine simulations, either the SAB or Texas mesh
s used for the entire storm. For the Mixed simulations, the HSOFS
esh is used when the storm is away from a coastline and its path

s uncertain, but then we switch to the fine mesh for that region as
he storm starts to affect water levels along the coast. The switching
imes for the Mixed simulations were determined from observed time
eries of water levels. The idea is to identify the time at which the
otal water levels become influenced by the storm (Thomas, 2020). An
deal switching time will result in near-zero differences in water levels
verall (and thus a minimal loss in accuracy), while occurring as late as
ossible during the storm (and thus a maximum gain in efficiency). The
imulation durations and the switching times for the Mixed simulations
or all four storms are shown in Table 1.

For Ike, switching was done when the eye of the storm was located
bout 500 km south of Dauphin Island, AL. At this time, the water
evels along the TX coastline were 0.70 m at the entrance of Galveston
ay, 0.70 m at Corpus Christi, and 0.54 m at Port Isabel. For Matthew,
witching was done when the storm was located 500 km south of
assau, Bahamas when the water levels were 0.01 m at Vaca Key,
0.11 m at Virginia Key, and −0.10 m at Lake Worth Pier, FL. For
arvey, switching was done when the storm was located 500 km south
f Galveston Bay, TX. Water levels at various points along the TX
oastline were 0.40 m at Sabine Pass, 0.54 m at the entrance to the
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Galveston Bay, 0.39 m at Corpus Christi, and 0.32 m at Port Isabel. For
lorence, switching was done when about the storm-eye was located
bout 477 km off the Hatteras Inlet, NC. The water levels at this time
ere 0.46 m at Wrightsville Beach, 0.26 m at Beaufort, and 0.25 m at
atteras.

.3.2. Error statistics
The agreement between observations and predicted results is quan-

ified by using error metrics of root-mean-squared error (𝐸𝑅𝑀𝑆 ) and
ean normalized bias (𝐵𝑀𝑁 ) (Thomas et al., 2019). The 𝐸𝑅𝑀𝑆 indi-

cates magnitude of the error and has an ideal value of zero, whereas the
𝐵𝑀𝑁 is a measure of the model’s over- or under-prediction normalized
to the observed value, and also has an ideal value of zero. A positive
𝐵𝑀𝑁 indicates over-prediction, while a negative value indicates under-
prediction by the model. The predicted and observed peak water levels
are also analyzed with the coefficient of determination (𝑅2) and best-
fit slope (𝑚). The 𝑅2 is a statistical measure of how close the data is to
the linear regression model, and has an ideal value of unity. The best-
fit slope is the slope of the line that best represents the relationship
between observed and predicted data, and also has an ideal value of
unity.

The accuracy of the approach is also evaluated by comparing the
total volume of inundation to that from the Coarse and Fine simula-
ions. For an element, this volume is equal to the area of the element
ultiplied by the average depth of water (height of water above the

round surface) in the three vertices. An element contributes to the
otal volume only if all the three vertices: (1) have ground surface
levations above mean sea level, (2) are located in the affected area
f the storm, and (3) were flooded during the simulation. It is noted
hat, because the ground surface is represented at differing resolutions
n these simulations, the volume of inundation will be affected by the
esolution.

The efficiency of the approach is evaluated by comparing the wall-
lock time of simulations with and without switching. All simulations
ere completed on the Stampede2 computing cluster at the Texas
dvanced Computing Center, using 522 computational cores. For the
pproach, a total of the times required for the coarse part of the
imulation, Adcirpolate, and the fine part is taken for comparison. To
void any inconsistencies with run-times due to hardware, competing
obs, or network traffic, each simulation is run three times on the same
umber of cores, and the minimum of the three run-times is then used
or comparisons. However, in operations, there is no restriction on the
umbers of cores used for the coarse or fine simulations or Adcirpolate.

. Results and discussion

In this study, we hindcast four storms, each having different pa-
ameters like track, intensity, flooding extent, etc. For each storm, we
erform three simulations: Coarse, Fine, and Mixed. The results from
hese simulations are then analyzed to quantify the benefits of the
roposed approach.

.1. Accuracy benefits

.1.1. Comparisons of predicted flooding extents
To examine the effects of higher resolution on predictions of over-

and flooding, difference maps of maximum water levels between the
oarse, Mixed, and Fine simulations are plotted for all four storms
Fig. 2). Differences are shown at the fine-mesh resolution by mapping
he Coarse and Mixed results to the fine mesh. Overall, there are
ignificant differences between the Coarse and Fine maximum water
evels for all four storms, and these are attributed to the difference
n mesh geometry between the coarse and fine meshes. For Matthew
nd Florence, these differences mainly occur inland, with near-zero
ifferences nearshore and in the open ocean. For Ike and Harvey, larger
ifferences are both nearshore and inland, with larger magnitude near
5

he landfall location. For Ike, the Fine maximum water levels exceeded
he Coarse results by as much as 1.25 m in the rivers, bays and lakes
ocated north of Galveston Bay, Texas. These large differences were
ikely due to how the bottom friction is parameterized on the Louisiana-
exas meshes in both meshes, with the Texas mesh using a lower
riction that enabled predictions of the Ike forerunner (Kennedy et al.,
011).

For all storms, the Mixed and Fine maximum water levels were a
ood match, as evident from the near-zero differences in the open-
cean, nearshore and inland regions. Differences in the open-ocean and
earshore regions were small (less than 0.15 m) and related to the
ime of switching in the Mixed simulation, and differences in inland
egions are due to the difference in geometry between the coarse and
ine meshes.

Harvey produced maximum inundation levels of 2.5 to 3 m to the
orth and east of its two landfalls in Texas, in the backbays between
ort Aransas and Matagorda, including the Copano Bay and Lavacaa
ay, Texas (Fig. 2, third row, left column). Compared to the Coarse
esults, the Fine maximum water levels are higher along the coast and
nland. Along the coast, these differences are small, in the range of
.1 to 0.2 m. The differences inland were 0.15 m in Corpus Christi Bay,
.2 m in San Antonio Bay, 0.35 m in Matagorda Bay, and 0.35 to 0.9 m
n Lavaca Bay. These differences are mainly related to the difference
n the ground surface representation between the Texas mesh and the
SOFS mesh. The Mixed results are a good match to the Fine results,
s evident from the zero differences along the Texas coastline. The
one exception is a location south of Baffin Bay, away from the landfall
ocation (Fig. 2, third row, right column), where the Mixed maximum
ater levels are higher than the corresponding Fine values by more than
0 cm. These differences are caused by differences in how the ground
urface is represented between the HSOFS and Texas meshes, and thus
ndependent of the switching process.

For Florence, as compared to the Coarse results, the Fine water levels
re higher in regions like the Albemarle Sound, Atlantic Intracoastal
aterway, Core Sound, Currituck Sound and upstream all major rivers

Fig. 2, last row, middle column). These differences were 0.1 to 0.2 m in
he Core Sound, 0.2 to 0.6 m upstream of the Neuse River, 0.1 to 0.2 m
n the Currituck Sound, and 0.2 to 1 m up-stream of the Pamlico River.
his is attributed to the higher resolution in the fine mesh that better
epresents bathymetry, and in turn, a better hydraulic connectivity
or water to flow into these complex regions. In the coarse mesh,
he water is not able to flow into the rivers and instead is stuck at
ownstream locations. Downstream of the Neuse River, the Coarse
ater levels were higher by as much as 0.35 m. There are almost zero
ifferences in the open ocean, along the coast, and in the Pamlico
ound. The differences between the Mixed and Fine results are almost-
ero (Fig. 2, last row, right column), as switching has happened well
efore the storm impacted the NC coast. Small differences exist in the
ortheast region of the domain far away from the storm’s impact. These
ifferences are contributed by the coarse part of the Mixed simulation
ue to the large difference in resolution between the coarse and fine
eshes.

.1.2. Localized benefits
It is expected that the fine-mesh resolution will have its largest

enefits at inland locations, because it will better represent the con-
ectivity of storm surge from the open coast and through the rivers and
ther channels. Predicted water levels are compared at inland locations
uring Matthew and Ike, to highlight the benefits of the approach
n matching Fine results even at locations far from the coastline. For
atthew, water levels are compared at 3 stations along the Savannah
iver on the GA-SC border (Fig. 3). Stations 1 and 2 are located upriver,
here the resolution is insufficient in the coarse mesh, as shown by the
oor simulation of the tidal signal at these locations before the switch.
ut after the switch, the Mixed and Fine results match well. At Station
closer to the open coast, both meshes have sufficient resolution of the
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Fig. 2. Difference in maximum water levels between the Coarse, Mixed, and Fine simulations. Columns correspond to: (left) Fine maximum water levels (m relative to NAVD88),
center) difference between Coarse and Fine maximum water levels, and (right) difference between Mixed and Fine maximum water levels. Rows correspond to: (top) Ike, (second
rom top) Matthew, (second from bottom) Harvey, and (bottom) Florence. The coastline is shown in black and the fine-mesh boundary in brown.
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torm surge at this location, and hence the Coarse and Mixed results are
good match before and after the switch.

A similar analysis is made at three stations located north of the
rinity and Galveston Bays in Texas during Ike (Fig. 4). Stations 1
nd 2 are located where the coarse mesh does not possess sufficient
esolution to represent the San Jacinto River. Therefore, the coarse part
f the Mixed results stays dry. But after the switch, the Mixed water
evels match well to the Fine results. At station 3, the coarse mesh
as sufficient resolution to represent the storm surge, but the results
re slightly different from the Fine simulation as the fine mesh has a
uch higher resolution and thus it predicts flooding better. At all three
 p

6

ocations, the Mixed results match the Fine results after the switch. Thus
he approach improves predictions of water levels at inland stations
here the fine mesh has a better representation of the flow pathways.

.1.3. Quantifying accuracy
The accuracy of the Coarse and Mixed results are analyzed by

omparing them to the Fine solution, which is taken as the ‘truth’
Table 2). This allows for an evaluation of accuracy throughout the
ntire region, not only where observations were collected. For this
omparison, the Coarse results are mapped onto the fine mesh as a post-
rocessing step, so comparisons can be made at the same resolution. For
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f
t

Fig. 3. Effect of mesh resolution on flooding predictions at inland stations during Matthew. Columns correspond to: (left) bathymetry and topography in the coarse (upper) and
ine (bottom) meshes at a section along the Savannah River; and (right) time series of water levels (m relative to NAVD88) at the 3 locations indicated by red dots, with line
ypes corresponding to: (dashed–dotted) Mixed, and (dotted) Fine.
Fig. 4. Effect of mesh resolution on flooding predictions in inland stations during Ike. Columns correspond to: (left) bathymetry and topography in the coarse (upper) and fine
(bottom) meshes in the San Jacinto River; and (right) time series of water levels (m relative to NAVD88) at the 3 locations indicated by red dots, with line types corresponding
to: (dashed–dotted) Mixed, and (dotted) Fine.
the Mixed simulation, the maxima of water levels from all parts of the
simulation are considered. Results are compared only at vertices in the
affected area of the storm (FL to NC for Matthew, NC for Florence, TX
for Harvey and Ike), that are not in open-ocean (depths less than 10 m),
and that were wetted in both simulations.
7

For all four storms, the Mixed results have a 𝐵𝑀𝑁 either equal
to or close to zero, whereas the Coarse results have a negative value
indicating an overall under-prediction by the model. The Mixed results
also have a best-fit line slope equal to or close to unity, indicating
a good match to the Fine results. The 𝐸 (closer to zero) and 𝑅2
𝑅𝑀𝑆
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Table 2
Accuracy error metrics for the Coarse and Mixed flooding predictions for all four storms. The results were mapped onto the fine mesh, and then the error metrics were computed
relative to the Fine flooding predictions. Stations were fine-mesh vertices that (1) had bathymetric depths less than 10 m, (2) were located in the affected area of the storm, and
(3) were flooded during the simulation.

Error Ike Matthew Harvey Florence

Coarse Mixed Coarse Mixed Coarse Mixed Coarse Mixed

Stations 866,365 1,084,699 1,981,764 2,664,921 696,610 905,880 182,289 264,812
Best-Fit Slope 0.75 0.97 0.99 1.0 0.84 0.99 0.95 1.0
𝑅2 0.95 0.99 0.91 0.96 0.81 0.94 0.86 0.90
𝐸𝑅𝑀𝑆 (m) 0.72 0.14 0.22 0.13 0.24 0.12 0.22 0.18
𝐵𝑀𝑁 −0.28 −0.03 −0.01 0 −0.16 −0.01 −0.05 0
Fig. 5. Effect of mesh resolution on inland flooding predictions. Dark blue regions indicate locations where the Coarse results were dry and Mixed results were wet during Matthew.
Black box indicates specific region as shown on the right. The fine-mesh boundary is shown in brown, and the black line in the right figure indicates the coastline.
T
P

(closer to unity) are also better. But the most interesting difference lies
in the number of fine-mesh vertices that were used for comparison. The
Mixed simulations have comparisons made at much higher numbers of
vertices (about 218k more vertices for Ike, 680k for Matthew, 209k for
Harvey, and 82k for Florence), indicating much more overland flooding
as compared to the Coarse simulation.

This considerably larger number of comparison-points during
Matthew is due to the larger region of analysis (FL to NC), as compared
to individual states for other storms. Matthew was a shore-parallel
storm that had effects from FL to NC (Fig. 2, second row, left col-
umn). The advantage of using the Mixed approach is evident at points
hat were dry during the Coarse simulation but were wetted in the
ixed simulation (Fig. 5). These additional wetted vertices are located

long the wetting–drying regions like barrier islands, sounds, as well
s upstream rivers, where the coarse mesh does not have sufficient
esolution.

These trends in the difference in flooding extent between the Coarse
nd Mixed simulations are supported by the total volume of inunda-
ion (Table 3). For all storms, the Mixed and Fine simulations have
omparable values, thus proving the effectiveness of the approach in
atching the Fine simulation flooding extent. The Coarse simulation

on the other hand, has a much lesser total volume as it floods lesser
number of elements and lacks the flooding extents of both the Mixed
and Fine simulations. The total volume of inundation for the Coarse
imulation was less than that for the corresponding Fine simulation by
.17×109 m3 for Ike, 1.61×109 m3 for Matthew, 0.58×109 m3 for Harvey,
nd 0.66×109 m3 for Florence. However, the total volume of inundation
or the Fine simulation exceeded the value for the corresponding Mixed
imulation by only 0.73 × 109 m3 for Ike, 0.06 × 109 m3 for Matthew,
.15 × 109 m3 for Harvey, and 0.04 × 109 m3 for Florence.
8

able 3
redicted inundation volumes (109 m3) for the Coarse, Mixed, and Fine simulations

for all four storms. The results were mapped onto the fine mesh, and then inundation
volumes were included for elements that (1) had ground surface elevations above mean
sea level, (2) were located in the affected area of the storm, and (3) were flooded during
the simulation.

Storm Inundation volume (109 m3)

Coarse Mixed Fine

Ike 5.63 9.07 9.80
Matthew 3.66 5.21 5.27
Harvey 0.33 0.76 0.91
Florence 0.98 1.60 1.64

The difference in the volume of inundation between the Mixed and
Fine simulations is due to how the coastal region is represented in the
coarse-mesh segment of the Mixed simulation. On the fine mesh, the
peak surge during Ike was higher than 5 m along the Texas coastline
east of Galveston Bay (Fig. 2, top row, left column) as this location
experienced high shore-parallel winds at the time of landfall and af-
terward. This high peak-surge led to the largest volume of inundation
compared to the other three storms (Table 3). But even for this high
surge, the volume of inundation from the Mixed and Fine simulations
differed by only 0.73 × 109 m3. The corresponding difference between
the Coarse and Fine simulations was 4.17×109 m3. Thus compared to the
Coarse results, the Mixed approach allows for a more accurate flooding,
as well as a much larger flooding extent, which can be crucial during
forecasting.
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Table 4
Comparison in simulation wall-clock times between the Mixed and Fine simulations. All simulations were completed on the Stampede2 computing
cluster at the Texas Advanced Computing Center, on a total of 532 cores (including 10 writer cores). Each component simulation was run three
times, and the minimum wall-clock times are reported.

Storm Wall-clock time (min) Change (%)

Mixed Fine

Coarse Adcirpolate Fine Total

Ike 39 8 35 82 102 −19.6
Matthew 29 12 202 243 393 −38.2
Harvey 20 8 71 99 103 −3.9
Florence 37 12 129 178 380 −53.2
Fig. 6. Location of the Adcirpolate test-case domain in coastal North Carolina, including prominent geographic features.
3.2. Efficiency benefits

For all four storms, the total wall-clock time required for the Mixed
simulation is compared with that for the corresponding Fine simulation
(Table 4). There is a wide variety in the wall-clock times, depending
on the size of each mesh (by total number of vertices/elements) and
the number of simulation days on each mesh. For Ike and Harvey,
the Fine simulations required 102 to 103 min, which was reduced
by 3 to 19 percent with the Mixed simulations. For Matthew and
Florence, the Fine simulations required 380 to 393 min, which was
reduced by 38 to 53 percent in the Fine simulations. Adcirpolate required
8 to 12 min, or less than 10 percent of each Mixed simulation.

The multi-resolution approach had its maximum efficiency during
Florence, with a run-time decrease of 53 percent. This efficiency is
due to Florence’s shore-normal track, which allowed switching after 6
days of simulation, when the storm first affected the NC coast. Thus
the coarse mesh was used for most of the Mixed simulation, resulting
in a lesser run time. There was also a large gain in efficiency during
Matthew, with a run-time decrease of 38 percent. Because Matthew had
a shore-parallel track, it affected a larger geographical extent for several
days, and thus it required the fine mesh to be used for more of its Mixed
simulation.
9

The relative sizes of the coarse and fine meshes (by number of
vertices/elements) also affected the efficiency of the approach. For
storms on the Atlantic coast, the fine FEMA-SAB mesh is more than
three times larger than the coarse HSOFS mesh, whereas for storms
on the Texas coast, the fine Texas mesh is about 1.8 times larger than
the coarse HSOFS mesh. Because of this, there is a smaller potential
for efficiency gains for storms on the Texas coast. For example during
Harvey, the Mixed approach required 99 min, compared to the Fine
simulation that required 103 min. Thus the run-time decrease was only
4 percent. But overall, the multi-resolution approach does have an
efficiency gain for all storms, which is crucial especially in forecasting
applications, because it can enable ensemble simulations to account for
uncertainties in storm parameters.

4. Conclusions

High-fidelity predictions of coastal flooding require high resolution
of small-scale flow pathways and barriers in coastal regions; this high
resolution can be computationally costly. A multi-resolution approach
was implemented in the ADCIRC modeling system. This approach
allows the use of high-resolution meshes only when it is required,
and without re-starting the simulation from scratch. The approach was

evaluated for simulations of four storms that affected the U.S. coast
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Fig. 7. Panels showing (top row) bathymetry (m) and (bottom row) water levels (m) from the Mixed simulation on the example case. Columns correspond to: (left) coarse mesh;
nd (right) fine mesh. The water levels shown are for: (bottom-left) at the end of the coarse part of Mixed before the switch, and (bottom-right) at the beginning of the fine part
f Mixed after the switch. The water levels in (bottom-left) are interpolated/extrapolated to become the water levels in (bottom-right). Black dots indicate stations where water
evels are shown in Fig. 8, and triangles indicate mesh elements.
n different regions. The benefits of the approach were evaluated in
erms of accuracy and efficiency by comparisons to single simulations
n coarse- and fine-resolution meshes. The major findings of this study
re:

1. If the simulation is switched at an acceptable time during the storm,
then the flooding predictions will be similar to a full simulation on
the higher-resolution mesh. For all storms, the Mixed flooding pre-
dictions were similar to the Fine flooding predictions. However,
they allowed flooding of a larger region as compared to the
corresponding Coarse simulation. This extra flooding coverage
was at regions like barrier islands and upstream rivers, where
the coarse mesh did not have sufficient resolution to provide the
required hydraulic connectivity for flooding to occur. At inland
stations, the water levels reacted quickly to the switch onto the
fine mesh.
10
2. The multi-resolution approach can preserve the accuracy of high-
resolution predictions of coastal flooding. For all for storms, the
Mixed results had a comparable accuracy to the Fine results. The
𝑅2 and best-fit slopes were close to unity, the 𝐸𝑅𝑀𝑆 values were
less than 0.18 m, and the 𝐵𝑀𝑁 values were close to zero.

3. The multi-resolution approach can enhance significantly the effi-
ciency of high-resolution predictions of coastal flooding. The Mixed
simulations were more efficient than the Fine simulations. As
measured by wall-clock times, the efficiency gains were between
3 to 53 percent, depending on the relative sizes and simula-
tion durations on the meshes. Adcirpolate required less than
10 percent of the overall wall-clock time.

The multi-resolution approach is most promising for forecasting
applications, in which the efficiency gains can translate directly into
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Fig. 8. Boundary forcing (m) and water levels (m) for the simple example. On the top-left is the variation in input forcing with line types corresponding to (dotted) tides-only,
(dashed) surge-only, and (solid) tides plus surge. The other three plots indicate time-series of water levels (m) at the three stations shown in Fig. 7 with line types corresponding
to: (dotted) Fine, and (dashed–dotted) Mixed.
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dditional time for decision-making. Future work will explore which
onditions (coastal water levels, wind speeds, etc.) can be used to
rigger the switch, and what is an optimal balance between accuracy
osses and efficiency gains.
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ppendix. Example of Adcirpolate in coastal North Carolina

To illustrate how Adcirpolate can be used to switch meshes during
simulation, we provide a small example for coastal North Carolina

Fig. 6). Beaufort Inlet is a barrier-island inlet located west of Cape
ookout, and leads south to the Atlantic Ocean. The domain also
ncludes the tidal Newport River that flows into the Bogue Sound, and
ore Creek that connects to Adams Creek, a tributary of the Neuse
iver. Due to the switching with Adcirpolate onto a higher-resolution

mesh, the simulation will better represent the flow of surge farther up
the Newport River.

Meshes with coarse and fine resolution were created by cutting
the region from the HSOFS and SAB meshes, by using the Surface-
water Modeling System (SMS, https://www.aquaveo.com/software/

sms-surface-water-modeling-system-introduction). The coarse mesh

11
has 3277 vertices with resolution varying from 1377 m at the ocean
boundary on the south of the domain, to about 550 m at the inlet,
to 315 m along the Core Creek, and to 350 m at the west end-point
of the Newport River. The fine mesh has 22,375 vertices with element
spacing varying from 888 to 2500 m at the ocean boundary, to 120 m
t the inlet, to 85 m along the Core Creek, and to 25 m at the west
nd-point of the Newport River. The difference in resolution causes
eatures to be represented differently between the two meshes (Fig. 7).
he bathymetry of the Newport River extends about 20 km farther west

n the fine mesh. The coarse mesh has 2 to 3 elements across the width
f the Beaufort Inlet, compared to 10 elements in the fine mesh.

A tidal signal of period 3 hr and amplitude 1.2 m was added to a
urge signal of peak amplitude 2 m, and applied as forcing (Fig. 8,
op-left) on the bottom/south boundary of the two meshes. The total
uration was 54 hr. The simulation started on the coarse mesh, but after
4 hr, when the water level on the ocean boundary reached 1.4 m, it
as switched to the fine mesh for the remainder of the run. Before

witching, at the end of the simulation on the coarse mesh (Fig. 7,
ottom-left), the water levels were 1.4 m at the open coast, 0.35 to 0.5 m
n the inlet, and 1 m at the west boundary of the Newport River.
fter switching, at the start of the simulation on the fine mesh (Fig. 7,
ottom-right), these water levels were mapped to the true coastline,
nlet and sound, and extended into the Newport River.

Water levels were analyzed at three stations: (1) open coast, (2)
nlet, and (3) channel (with locations in Fig. 7), and for the Fine
nd Mixed simulations. At the open coast (station 1), there was no
ifference between the simulations, because both meshes had a suf-
icient resolution in open water to represent the combined tide and
urge forcing. At the inlet (station 2), there are differences between
he Mixed and Fine water levels before switching, due to differences
n geometry between the coarse and fine meshes. But after switching,
he water levels match exactly. At the channel (station 3), the Mixed
imulation stays dry for the first 24 hr, because the coarse mesh does
ot have sufficient resolution to represent the fine channel. However,
ery shortly after the switch, the water levels in Mixed increased to
atch the Fine results. This was an increase of 0.75 m in just a couple

f hours, with no oscillations or instabilities in the computed solution.
hus, even when the coarse mesh had locations that were dry, the
ixed simulation was able to ‘catch up’ to the Fine results.
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